
Excerpt of Chapter 22

The Wedding and the 
Leaving

“I still have the $10 bill you gave 
me.”

Charlotte agreed to marry me!!! I couldn’t imagine how 
wonderful it would be to have a loving wife and a mother for the girls. I 
still couldn’t believe anyone would take on a ready-made family of that 
size. We announced our engagement on New Year’s Eve and planned to 
marry the following June. There was only one problem. Grandmother 
Salmon, staunch Roman Catholic that she was, couldn’t accept my 
remarriage. She said she had no choice but to move down to Miami 
with her daughter.

She, the girls and I piled into the car and drove as far as 
Jacksonville, Florida. She insisted on taking the bus the rest of the 
way. That was a very tearful goodbye for all of us and a real guilt trip 
for me. This lady had devoted a year and a half of her life at age 75 to 
my daughters, and I felt like I was trading her in for a new model. I 
told her that, but she said that the time she had spent with the girls 
had been the most satisfying she had spent in decades. She gave us 
her blessing and said that I couldn’t have made a better choice. If it 
was OK with Grandmother Salmon, it must be OK with God!
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When we got back, notice was awaiting me that I was going to 
Vietnam in June or July. This called for a reality check which involved 
facing some cold, hard facts. Should we postpone the wedding and 
wait until I got back a year and a half later or get married right away 
and risk Charlotte being left a widow with three little girls? God bless 
her, she didn’t blink an eye. She just said, “I’ve got to get busy, we have 
a wedding soon.” She decided on February with a Valentine theme.

I had always been pretty regular in attending mass each Sunday 
with the girls. At about that time, I got a letter from the senior Catholic 
Chaplain there on base. The letter said that since I was remarrying, I 
would be excluded from the Catholic sacraments. Said another way, I 
would be excommunicated. If there was ever a clear choice to make, it 
was between the Catholic Church and Charlotte. I felt that since I had 
been given the responsibility for raising the girls, they and I needed 
Charlotte. If I was gonna’ go to hell for that ... stoke up the fires!

I had deCIded that I wanted to go to the Air Commandos 
when I went to Southeast Asia. I talked to several guys who had flown 
with them, and the idea of hunting for your own target “down in the 
weeds” appealed to me. Besides, the Air Commandos did all kinds 
of different, interesting things, and pilots got to operate much more 
independently. Jet pilots were usually assigned a single target; they 
went out and hit it, and they came home. Their planes were also 
too fast to hit pin-point targets, and I figured I would be a poor shot 
anyway.

My first hurdle was to get a training slot in A-1 aircraft. (More 
about the A-1 aircraft in a minute.) The assignment policy then was 
that I would at least be guaranteed my second choice. Trying to out-
smart the system, I asked that my first choice be Zeppelins; my second 
choice was A-1s. I got a call back very quickly from the assignment 
guy who was still laughing. He said anyone that devious deserves 
what he wants; I got the assignment on the spot. Be careful what you 
pray for, you might get it!
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